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Abstract

Spherical shell-model calculations have been performed in the configuration space \( (\frac{1}{2}h_{1/2}/2i_{13/2}) \) and \( (\frac{1}{2}p_{3/2}/2f_{5/2}/2i_{13/2}) \) for protons and neutrons, respectively, in order to interpret the sequences of strong dipole transitions found in neutron-deficient Pb isotopes. Regular dipole bands are found if several high-j protons and high-j neutron holes are interacting with neutrons in the low-spin \((fp)\) orbitals. The calculated \( B(M1) \) values are in the order of several \( \mu_N^2 \) for the \( \Delta J = 1 \) transitions, and the crossover \( E2 \) transitions are very weak. The mechanism generating the dipole bands is found to be the same as in the TAC mean-field description.

1 Introduction

The low-lying states of the light Pb isotopes \( (A < 208) \) can be described as arising from spherical neutron configurations generated by the valence holes in the \( N=126 \) shell maintaining the closed \( Z=82 \) proton shell. The high-spin isomeric states can be interpreted as particle-hole excitations of the broken proton and \( i_{13/2} \) neutron holes in stretched coupling. This body of irregularly spaced levels fits very well with the standard concept that semi-magic nuclei are nearly spherical. The discovery of very regular rotational bands at high spin in both even and odd Pb nuclei [1,2] (for the subsequent work see [3,4] and the references therein) has been quite a surprise. The characteristics of these bands are rather unusual. The sequence always starts at angular momenta larger than 10. The levels are linked by strong magnetic dipole transitions \( (\Delta J = 1) \), with \( B(M1) \) values being in the order of several Weisskopf units. If observed at all, the crossover \( \Delta J = 2 \) transitions are very small, with \( B(E2) \) values corresponding to \( (Q_t < (1eb)^2) \). On the other hand, these bands are characterized by substantial dynamical moments if inertia \( (\mathcal{J}^{(2)} \approx 15...25\text{MeV}^{-1}) \), which is about one half of the moment of inertia of well deformed nuclei. The ratio \( \mathcal{J}^{(2)}/B(E2) \) is about 150 MeV\(^{-1}\)(eb)\(^{-2} \) to be compared to 15 MeV\(^{-1}\)(eb)\(^{-2} \) in well deformed and 5 MeV\(^{-1}\)(eb)\(^{-2} \) in superdeformed nuclei. In brief, one observes very regular \( \Delta J = 1 \) bands in almost spherical nuclei!
A first analysis of the structure of the dipole bands has been carried out in Refs. [1,3,5]. A break-up of the proton Z=82 shell is assumed, the protons being excited to high-j orbitals (e.g. h9/2 or i13/2) across the shell gap. The protons occupying high-K states induce a slight oblate deformation ($\epsilon_2 \approx -0.1$). These protons are coupled to neutron holes in the intruder orbital i13/2, which carry angular momentum aligned with the collective rotational axis. The regular rotation is assumed to be similar to the collective rotation in high-K bands of well deformed nuclei.

Though essential aspects of the structure of the dipole bands are accounted for by this interpretation, there are several problems. The assumed collective rotation of high-K intrinsic states is only justified for sufficiently large deformation. The most unusual feature of the bands remains unexplained: How can a nucleus with such a tiny deformation develop long regular rotational bands with a large moment of inertia? The explanation has been given within the tilted axis cranking (TAC) approach [6]. It is illustrated in Fig. 1. The h9/2 and i13/2 protons, have a torus like density distribution and the i13/2 neutron holes a dumb-bell like one. At the band head the proton angular momentum is parallel to the symmetry axis and the neutron one perpendicular to it. In this way the overlap is maximized and the energy minimized. Along the band, both the angular momentum and the energy increase due to a gradual alignment of the proton and neutron spin into the direction of the total angular momentum. As this mechanism reminds of the closing of the blades of a pair of shears the name "shears bands" has been suggested in Ref. [3]. Most of the dynamical moment of inertia $\mathcal{J}^{(2)}$ is generated by this shears mechanism, which permits a regular rotational level spacing in spite of a very small deformation. The TAC calculations for the isotopes $^{197-202}$Pb [6,3,9] reproduce fairly well the experimental routhians, angular momenta and momenta of inertia of the regular sequences. The observed large $B(M1)$ values and very small $B(E2)$ values are also given by the TAC model [7]. The calculated deformations are always small ($\beta = 0..05...0.1, \gamma \approx -60^\circ$) resulting in only a minor contribution of the collective rotation to $\mathcal{J}^{(2)}$.

In this paper we try to describe the dipole bands in terms of the spherical shell model. There are two reasons for such a study. On the one hand the possibility to obtain long regular rotational sequences as a result of a diagonalization of a spherical shell-model hamiltonian, is quite a theoretical challenge. The small deformations found in the TAC mean-field calculations seem to promise that it is possible to remain within a manageable configuration space. On the other hand, fast M1 transitions occur in many nuclei in the vicinity of closed shells [10], which have been interpreted successfully within the shell model [11]. In general these sequences are not characterized by regular level spacings but show a multiplet-like level ordering. The shell model is expected to disclose the relation between these "irregular" dipole sequences and the "regular" shears bands and should provide information about the origin of the regularity of
the latter. Both regular and irregular sequences have been observed in the Pb isotopes. A preliminary report of the present study has been given in Ref. [12].

Fig. 1. Schematical representation of the density distribution of the high-j proton particles (torus like) and neutron holes (dumb-bell like) in a shears band. From the top to the bottom, the three panels correspond to the beginning, the middle and the end of the band.

2 The shell-model calculations

The calculations have been performed in the configuration space generated from the proton (π) $s_{1/2}$, $h_{9/2}$, $i_{13/2}$ and the neutron (ν) $p_{1/2}$, $p_{3/2}$, $f_{5/2}$, $i_{13/2}$ orbitals using the code RITSSCHIL [13]. In order to keep the computational...
effort within reasonable limits the following restrictions have been made. In the proton system only the stretched configurations \((s^{-1}_{1/2}h_{9/2})_{s}^{-}, (s^{-2}_{1/2}h_{9/2})_{s}^{+}\), \((s^{-1}_{1/2}h_{9/2}i_{13/2})_{s}^{-}\) have been considered, whereas for the neutrons the configurations \([(p_{1/2}p_{3/2}f_{5/2})^{-m} (i_{13/2})^{-n}]\) with \(m = 0, \ldots, 12\) and \(n = 0, 1, 2\) have been taken into account. In the following we denote by "(fp) space" the configurations generated by neutrons in the \(p_{1/2}, p_{3/2}, f_{5/2}\) orbitals. For the single-particle energies the experimental values with respect to the \(^{208}\text{Pb}\) core have been taken [14]. The residual interaction has been approximated by the surface delta interaction [15]. The strength parameter of the isoscalar part \((A_{T=1} = 0.32\text{MeV})\) has been adjusted to the spherical spectra of the even \(^{198-206}\text{Pb}\) isotopes taking into account neutron excitations in the (fp) space only (see Fig. 2). Using this strength parameter the calculated energies of the considered high-j proton pair are in fair agreement with the experimental observations, as shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of experimental (EX) and calculated (SM) lowest-lying \(2^{+}\) and \(4^{+}\) states in \(^{198-206}\text{Pb}\). The shell-model calculation includes only neutron-hole excitations in the \(p_{1/2}, p_{3/2}, f_{5/2}\) orbitals.

The \(T = 0\) component of the proton-neutron interaction has been calculated with the same value of the strength parameter as the neutron-neutron and proton-proton interaction \((A_{T=1} = A_{T=0} = 0.32\text{MeV})\). Moderate variations of the interaction strength turned out to change only slightly the results given
For calculating electromagnetic transition probabilities the effective charges $e_\pi = 1.96e$, $e_\nu = 0.96e$ [16] and the effective $g$ factors $g_{s,eff} = 0.7g_{s,free}$ have been applied, which give a good description of the spherical shell model states.

Fig. 3. Comparison of experimental (EX) and calculated (SM) states in $^{210}$Po and $^{206}$Pb assigned to the $\pi(h_{9/2})^2$, $\pi(h_{9/2}i_{13/2})$ and $\nu(i_{13/2})^2$ configurations, respectively. The shell-model calculation includes only proton-particle excitations in the $h_{9/2}i_{13/2}$ orbitals and neutron-hole excitations in the $i_{13/2}$ orbital, respectively.
3 The multiplet configurations

Fig. 3 shows the calculated energies of the neutron \( (i_{13/2})^{-2}_{J^+} \) and proton \( (s_{1/2}^2 h_{9/2}^2)_{J^+} \) and \( (s_{1/2}^2 h_{9/2}^2 i_{13/2})_{J^-} \) multiplets. Though the states with an angular momentum difference \( \Delta J = 1 \) are connected by strong magnetic transitions, they do not form a regular band. The calculation does also not give regular band structures if the neutron configuration \( (i_{13/2})^{-2}_{J^+} \) or the proton configurations \( (s_{1/2}^2 h_{9/2}^2)_{5^-} \), \( (s_{1/2}^2 h_{9/2}^2)_{8^+} \), \( (s_{1/2}^2 h_{9/2}^2 i_{13/2})_{11^-} \) are coupled to several low-j neutrons in the (fp) space. This reflects the fact that in the semi-magic Pb isotopes the deformation induced by the valence nucleons is much too small to allow for collective rotation. In experiment [3,4] no band structures have been found built on the corresponding \( 8^+, 11^- \) and \( 12^+ \) isomeric states.

In Ref. [6] it has been pointed out that only the combination of the mentioned proton configurations with \( (i_{13/2})^{-n} \) neutron configurations to a "pair of shears" can generate a regular band. In order to investigate this idea closer, we start by coupling the fully aligned neutron \( (i_{13/2})^{-2}_{J^+} \) configuration to the proton \( (s_{1/2}^2 h_{9/2}^2)_{5^-} \) (a), \( (s_{1/2}^2 h_{9/2}^2)_{8^+} \) (b) and \( (s_{1/2}^2 h_{9/2}^2 i_{13/2})_{11^-} \) (c) excitations. The energies are normalized to the energy of the state with the highest spin.

![Diagram showing calculated excitation energy of states with \( J \geq 10 \) built by the coupling of the fully aligned neutron \( (i_{13/2})^{-2}_{J^+} \) configuration to the proton \( (s_{1/2}^2 h_{9/2}^2)_{5^-} \), \( (s_{1/2}^2 h_{9/2}^2)_{8^+} \), and \( (s_{1/2}^2 h_{9/2}^2 i_{13/2})_{11^-} \) excitations. The energies are normalized to the energy of the state with the highest spin.](image)

In Fig. 4. Calculated excitation energy of states with \( J \geq 10 \) built by the coupling of the fully aligned proton \( (i_{13/2})^{-2}_{J^+} \) configuration to the neutron \( (s_{1/2}^2 h_{9/2}^2)_{5^-} \), \( (s_{1/2}^2 h_{9/2}^2)_{8^+} \), and \( (s_{1/2}^2 h_{9/2}^2 i_{13/2})_{11^-} \) excitations. The energies are normalized to the energy of the state with the highest spin.
is reduced (cf. Fig. 1). This "restoring force" that tries to keep the blades of the shears open can clearly be recognized in Fig. 4.

The $11^-$ state represents the energetically lowest level of the $(h_{9/2}i_{13/2})$ multiplet and the restriction to the stretched configuration seems to be justified. In the $(s_{1/2}h_{9/2})_{8^+}$ proton multiplet the stretched configuration is not favored as compared to the nonstretched ones. This implies that sequences of states based on the proton configurations $(s_{1/2}h_{9/2})_{5^-}$ and $(s_{1/2}h_{9/2})_{8^+}$ should be less regular. The experiments in Ref. [3,4] seem to be in accordance with this observation. In the present paper we are mainly interested in the origin of the amazing regularity of the "shears bands". Accordingly, we will only consider the most favorable proton configuration $(s_{1/2}h_{9/2}i_{13/2})_{11^-}$ in the following.

![Fig. 5. Calculated excitation energy of the yrast states with $J \geq 10$ generated by the coupling of two holes in the neutron $i_{13/2}$ orbital to the proton $(s_{1/2}h_{9/2}i_{13/2})_{11^-}$ configurations. The energies are normalized to the energy of the $11^-$ state (not shown in the figure) which has the lowest energy due to the coupling of the paired $(i_{13/2})^{-2}$ neutron configuration to the considered proton excitation.](image)
tion to the parallel coupling of the two $i_{13/2}$ neutron holes. The result of the configuration mixing in the space $\pi(s_{1/2}^2 h_9^2 i_{13/2})_{11} \otimes \nu(i_{13/2}^2)$ is illustrated in Fig. 5, which shows the energy of the lowest level for each state with $J \geq 10$. In comparison with Fig. 4c the function $E(J)$ does neither exhibit a minimum for spin $J \approx 17$ nor a smooth increase for the higher spins. These features can be understood by analyzing the calculated wave functions. The states with $10 \leq J \leq 15$ are mainly built from neutron excitations of low spin ($J = 0, 2, 4$), which have low excitation energies. These states correspond to spherical configurations and are not of relevance for the shears bands. The states with $J \geq 15$ include more and more the high-spin members of the neutron $(i_{13/2})_J^2$ multiplet ($J_\nu = 6, 8, 10, 12$), which differ only little in energy. As seen in Fig. 4c, the states with the highest spins have energies similar to ones of the stretched configuration. This is expected, because the coupling of the neutron holes must be nearly stretched to generate the spin. For lower spins the nonstretched couplings of the neutron hole pair come into play, generating irregularities. For the spins near and above 15, the calculation represents two counteracting effects. The proton - neutron interaction favors the aligned coupling of the two neutron holes (cf. the overlap argument discussed in connection with Figs. 1 and 4). The neutron - neutron interaction favors the low $J$ members of the neutron hole pair (cf. Fig. 3). The energies are comparable and an irregular behavior results from the competition. Hence, coupling a pair of nonequivalent high-j protons with a pair of equivalent high-j neutrons results in a sequence of irregularly spaced levels that are connected by strong magnetic transitions.

4 Appearance of bands

From previous steps it has become clear that there must be an additional mechanism that favors the fully aligned neutron $(i_{13/2})_J^2$ configuration. To speak pictorially, one needs some "glue" that fixes the two $i_{13/2}$ neutron holes into "one stiff blade of the shears". This may be achieved by putting neutrons into $p_{1/2}, p_{3/2}, f_{5/2}$ orbitals. Such an open shell system is known to show a high quadrupole polarizability (cf. Ref. [17] and Ref. [18,11] in the context of shell-model calculations). The polarization modifies the interaction between the high-j orbitals in such a way that the aligned coupling of the $i_{13/2}$ neutron holes becomes stabilized.

The results of the calculations where the configuration space has been expanded by the neutrons in the (fp) space are summarized in Figs. 6 and 7, which show the spin $J$ as a function of the energy difference between adjacent yrast states with $J$ and $J - 1$ (rotational frequency $\omega$). Such a plot magnifies the irregularities. The level spacings are irregular if the (fp) shell is empty or full. The inspection of the wave functions reveals that this irregularity is ac-
accompanied by changes of the orientation of the two \( i_{13/2} \) neutron holes relative to each other. Regular spacings appear only in the middle of the \((fp)\) shell \((m \approx 3 - 7)\), where the two \( i_{13/2} \) neutron holes are predominantly coupled to \( J_{i3/2} = 12 \). A gradual transition of the function \( J(\omega) \) from irregular to regular and back to irregular is observed when filling the \((fp)\) space. Hence, the neutrons occupying the \((fp)\) shell cause the fully aligned coupling of the two neutron \( i_{13/2} \) holes making the regular shear bands to appear.

![Fig. 6](image-url)

**Fig. 6.** Calculated dependence of the angular momentum \( J (17^- \leq J^\pi \leq 22^-) \) on the frequency \( \omega \). In the calculation the coupling of the proton \((s^2, \hbar_0^2, i_{13/2})_{11^-}\) excitation to the neutron configurations \((i_{13/2})_{12^+}, (a)\) and \((i_{13/2})_{1^-}(p_{1/2}p_{3/2}f_{5/2})_{-m}^n\) \((n=0,2; m\) even; \( h = m + n \) denotes the total number of neutron holes) has been considered.

The details are as follows. The wave function of the \((fp)\) neutrons is mainly composed of states with \( J_{(fp)} = 0,2,4 \), which may combine to a slightly deformed density distribution. The shape of the distribution is induced by the high-j particles. A feedback mechanism is active between the neutrons in the low- and the nucleons in the high-j orbitals: The dumb-bell like density distribution of the \( i_{13/2} \) holes induces a prolate deformation of the \((fp)\) density and the prolate \((fp)\) density aligns the \( i_{13/2} \) holes. As a result, the aligned coupling of the high-j neutrons is stabilized. The analogue feedback is active between the high-j proton pair and the \((fp)\) neutrons. The proton density distribution is torus-like. It induces an oblate deformation of the \((fp)\) neutron density, which stabilizes the aligned coupling of the proton pair as well as the aligned coupling of the \( i_{13/2} \) neutron holes. The actual density distribution of the \((fp)\) neutrons is a compromise between the driving forces of the high-j neutrons and protons. We have not calculated it. Probably it is triaxial-oblate, because oblate shape is still favored by the neutrons (cf. Fig.
1). If the (fp) space is half filled, the feedback resulting from the combined neutron and proton polarization is strong enough to keep the $i_{13/2}$ neutron hole pair aligned. Its spin can take many different orientations with respect to the proton spin, like in the case when we considered the coupling of the stretched proton to the stretched neutron configuration (Fig. 4c). A regular shears band is formed.

![Graph showing angular momentum dependence on frequency](image)

**Fig. 7.** Calculated dependence of the angular momentum $J (37/2^+ \leq J^* \leq 49/2^+)$ on the frequency $\omega$. In the calculation the coupling of the proton $\varepsilon (s_{1/2}^2 h_{9/2}^2 i_{13/2}^2)_{11^-}$ excitation to the neutron configurations $(i_{13/2})^{-n}(p_{1/2} p_{3/2} f_{5/2})^{-m}$ $(n=0,2; m$ odd, $h = m + n$ denotes the total number of neutron holes) has been considered.

In brief, the regular level spacings appear as a consequence of a high-j - low-j feedback:

*On the one hand, the slightly deformed (fp) density aligns the high-j orbitals to form two blades of the shears. On the other hand, the spatial density distributions of these orbitals induce the deformation of the (fp) density.*

Regular shears bands appear only if this feedback is strong enough. If fewer high-j orbitals are involved or the low-j orbitals are less polarizable, the sequence of the M1 transitions becomes less regular. The regular shears bands and the irregular multiplets are the two limits of a variety of more or less regular M1 sequences.

As seen in Figs. 9 and 10, the states of the bands are connected by strong M1 and very weak E2 transitions, what are the salient features of the shears bands. This reflects the fact that we consider cases when the number of open shell particles is small, such that the system is still far from the transition to...
well deformed shapes and the induced deformations remain fairly small.

5 Relation to the TAC mean-field calculations

The shears bands have first been described by means of the TAC theory [6]. It is a cranking mean-field description based on a Pairing + QQ-interaction allowing for rotation about an arbitrary axis. In this model the dependence of the energy on the relative orientation of the stretched proton and neutron high-j configurations (blades of the shears) originates from their interaction with the deformed potential. This deformed potential is induced by the torus and dumb-bell like density distributions of the high-j orbitals. Thus, the TAC model includes the feedback between the low and high-j particles that turned out to be crucial for the appearance of the bands. Describing the polarization, the TAC is superior to the shell model, because there is no restriction of the configuration space. In the TAC calculations deformations of $0.05 < \beta < 0.10$ and $\gamma \approx -70^\circ$ are found [3], i.e. the shape is slightly oblate-triaxial. On the other hand, in TAC the high-j protons and neutrons interact via the deformed field exclusively, whereas in the shell model there is also a direct residual interaction.

In contrast to the shell model, the total angular momentum is treated as a classical vector in TAC. This does not lead to problems as long as one describes regular bands, but multiplet structures are not expected to be well accounted for. The successful quantitative description of the regular shears bands by means of the TAC seems to indicate a dominating role of the polarization mechanism. The description of the transition from multiplets to regular shears bands remains beyond the realm of the TAC mean-field theory, because the direct interaction between the high-j orbitals as well as the quantization of the total angular momentum become important.

6 Comparison with the experiment

In Fig. 8 the calculated level spacings of the $\pi(s_{1/2}^2 h_{9/2}^1 i_{13/2})_{11} - \otimes \nu([i_{13/2}^2](fp)^{-7})$ configuration are shown together with the transition energies of band 2 in $^{190}$Pb [3] to which this configuration is assigned. Obviously, the calculated slope (the $J^{(2)}$ moment of inertia) is too large and there is a slight kink that is not seen in experiment. These discrepancies may be explained by the restricted configuration space and the corresponding limitation of the included correlations. Inspecting the Nilsson diagrams (cf. e.g. [17]), one realizes that for a deformation of $0.05 < \beta < 0.10$, as found in the TAC calculations, the interaction of the $s_{1/2}$ proton holes with the other states of the $N = 4$ shell is
substantial (upbending of the $[400\ 1/2]$ level). Thus, the scattering of the two proton holes into the 1d single-particle states should be taken into account. This inclusion of low-j protons is expected to increase the polarizability of the low-j core. It will make the band more regular and increase the coupling between the high-j protons and high-j neutron holes. More energy will be needed to gradually align the two blades of the shears resulting in a lower slope of the curve $J(\omega)$.

![Graph showing transition energies](image)

**Fig. 8.** Comparison of the calculated and experimental transition energies between states with $35/2^+ \leq J^\pi \leq 47/2^+$ of the $\pi(s_{1/2}^2h_{9/2}^1i_{13/2})_{11^-} \otimes \nu([i_{13/2}^2](p_{1/2}p_{3/2}f_{5/2}^1)^{-7})$ configuration. The experimental values are taken from [3].

Fig. 9 shows the reduced probabilities of magnetic dipole transitions calculated for the transitions depicted in Fig. 6. The shell model predicts very fast M1 transitions, which are comparable to the experimental ones [7,4,8]. For the regular shears bands the $B(M1)$ values decrease with increasing spin (Fig. 9a). This behavior has been explained in Ref. [6]: The spin grows by the reorientation of the proton and neutron spin into the direction of the total angular momentum. As a consequence, the transversal component of the magnetic moment decreases along the band leading to smaller M1 transition rates. This predicted decrease of the $B(M1)$ values has been found in Ref. [7]. For the irregular sequences with a full or empty (fp) shell the calculated $B(M1)$ values tend to increase with spin (compare Fig. 6 and 9).
Fig. 9. Calculated $B(M1, J \rightarrow J - 1)$ values for $18^- \leq J^\pi \leq 24^-$. In the calculation the coupling of the proton $(s_{1/2}^2h_9/2, i_{13/2})_{11}^-$ excitation to the neutron configurations $(i_{13/2})_{12}^2^+(a)$ and $(i_{13/2})_{12}^2^-(p_{1/2}p_{3/2}f_{5/2})^{-m}$ ($n=0,2; m$ even; $h = m + n$ denotes the total number of neutron holes) has been considered. The $B(M1)$ values are given in Weisskopf units.

Experimentally, the $B(E2)$ values for the few observed crossover transitions are in the order of 0.1 to 0.2 $(eb)^2$ [5,7]. The calculated values are about one order of magnitude smaller (cf. Fig. 10). The discrepancy is likely to be
caused by the truncation of the configuration space as well. An expansion of the configuration space by low-spin proton (e.g., 1d3/2) as well as neutron (e.g., 1f7/2) orbitals would include more correlations increasing the quadrupole coherence. As discussed above, the fact that the experimental shears bands are more regular than in our calculations seems also to be a consequence of the truncation in our model.

7 Conclusions

We have carried out shell-model calculations in a restricted configuration space of the neutron configurations \([(p_{1/2}p_{3/2}f_{5/2})^{-m}(i_{13/2})^{-n}]\) with \(m = 0, \ldots, 12\) and \(n = 0, 1, 2\) coupled to the proton configuration \((s_{1/2}d_{5/2}i_{13/2})_{11}\). These calculations give regular rotational bands if the \((fp)\) space is approximately half filled \((m = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7)\). The bands have the characteristics of the experimental shears bands observed in this region: They start at \(J = 16\), have large M1 and very weak E2 transitions. The calculated shears bands terminate for \(J = 23\), where protons and neutrons are fully aligned. The calculated bands are somewhat less regular than the experimental ones and have too small \(B(E2)\) values. The discrepancies are probably a consequence of our too restricted configuration space.

The appearance of regular rotational bands in such a restricted configuration space is quite remarkable, since the description of rotational bands by the shell model usually operates with much larger configuration spaces. It is the manifestation of a new kind of rotation, different from the familiar rotation of deformed nuclei. As discussed in Ref. [12], this magnetic rotation appears as the consequence of the breaking of the intrinsic rotational symmetry by a large magnetic dipole instead of the familiar breaking by an electric quadrupole (deformation). The dipole is generated by few high-j protons and high-j neutron holes. A sufficient quadrupole polarizability and sufficiently many high-j protons and high-j neutron holes (the role of protons and neutrons may be exchanged) are prerequisites of regular bands. Then a feedback mechanism becomes active: The high-j protons and neutron holes induce a slight deformation which acts as a guiding field that aligns the angular momenta of the high-j protons to one angular momentum vector and the angular momenta of the neutron holes to another angular momentum vector. The two angular momentum vectors align gradually with the total angular momentum, forming the band. If the number of high-j orbitals involved and/or the quadrupole polarizability are too small, dipole sequences appear that are intermediate between regular bands and irregular multiplets.

The picture of shears bands, which has been conceived from the TAC mean-field description, is fully confirmed by the analysis of the shell model wave
functions. For a quantitative description of the shears bands the shell model configuration space must be expanded. Though the numerical effort will be significant, it seems to be within the reach of modern computing technology. In particular for less regular dipole sequences the shell model seems to offer an appropriate interpretation. For regular shears bands the TAC mean-field description remains the preferable alternative, because it keeps the numerical effort low and provides a transparent physical picture.
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